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Welcome
Hello and welcome to the latest issue of our newsletter, GBC News.

In this issue we are delighted to announce that Tom King has recently joined the company and that

we have recently promoted Owain Morgan. 

There is an article explaining how education can help to improve energy conservation and news of a

daylight analysis project that we have recently completed for one of our clients, Ikon Construction. 

Finally, there is news of a charity run that Alex Johansen took part in to raise funds for the

Alzheimer’s Society, a very worthwhile cause.

If you have any questions about our services or would like to discuss a forthcoming project please do

http://d19cgyi5s8w5eh.cloudfront.net/eml/vpHaIgU4RUqvEKGIbfUH4Q?t=1#web-version-url
http://greenbuildconsult.co.uk/


not hesitate to get in touch.

Jonathan Ridd

Managing Director

GreenBuild Consult

T: 0333 355 3610

E: send an email

W: greenbuiltconsult.co.uk

 

New trainee joins the team

 

Tom King has recently joined the company as

a trainee sustainability consultant.

Tom, who gained a first class honours degree in

Human Geography at Cardiff University, has a

passion for sustainability and energy efficiency.

He is looking forward to developing his skills,

commenting: “I am really looking forward to

playing a positive role in helping to reduce the

environmental impact of all types of buildings and

to boosting their energy performance.”

Education is the key to
energy efficiency
Improving the energy literacy of private

householders and business owners,

alike, will help to change behaviour that

can reduce energy consumption and

lower energy bills. 

The European Commission recognises that

the education and promotion of efficient

energy practices are essential for raising

awareness and saving energy; and they estimate that by 2020 households could reduce their current

energy consumption by 27%. The European Commission also suggest that businesses could save a

similar figure.

However, although modern buildings have been designed to be more energy efficient, energy

consumption has increased due to the proliferation of technology in the workplace. This further

reinforces the need to change behaviour to start reducing consumption across the business world. 

So, how do we start to change behaviour?

mailto:enquiries@greenbuildconsult.co.uk
http://greenbuiltconsult.co.uk/


READ FULL ARTICLE

New sustainability consultant

 

Owain Morgan has been promoted to the

position of sustainability consultant.

Owain — who recently qualified as a Domestic

On Construction Energy Assessor (DOCEA) —

has already gained significant knowledge in

sustainability, during his time with the company.

Owain is planning to gain further qualifications in

commercial energy assessments and is keen to

develop his skills and broaden his experience to

enhance his career at GreenBuild Consult.

Into the light

For one of our clients, Ikon Construction, we successfully carried out daylight analysis of the

Fancy Road development in Poole, Dorset. 

The analysis indicated that good levels of natural light were achieved throughout the 25 new industrial

units, allowing one BREEAM credit to be achieved under HEA01 – Daylighting. 

The average daylight factor for all of the 25 units calculated was 8.7%, which exceeds the minimum

standards set out in the BREEAM methodology and CIBSE guidance. The building's occupants will

benefit from more than adequate levels of natural daylight, which is not only important to help light the

units, but is also good for the emotional wellbeing of those who will be working there — it is widely

accepted that daylight has a positive psychological effect on people.

https://greenbuildconsult.co.uk/education-is-the-key-to-energy-efficiency/


Charity run

 

On Sunday 1 October Alex Johansen

completed the Cardiff Half Marathon to

raise raise money for The Alzheimer’s

Society.

Alex completed the run in 1 hour 44 minutes,

in wet conditions.

The Alzheimer’s Society

The charity’s mission is to transform the

landscape of dementia forever. 

Until the day they find a cure, they will strive to

create a society where those affected by

dementia are supported and accepted, able to

live in their community without fear or

prejudice.

Learn about The Alzheimer's Society

About Us

At GreenBuild Consult our aim is to

improve the built environment and

create truly sustainable buildings. 

We provide responsive and innovative

solutions that generate long-term

environmental and commercial value

for every client…. MORE
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